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Chemistry - Core

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY_ II

(For those who joined in July 201? onwards)

fime: Three hours Maximum : ?b marks

PARTA-(10x1=10marks)

Answer ALl, the questions.

Choose the correct answer :

1. For the hydrogen atom, which of the following
orbitals has the lowest enerry

(a) 4s

(b) 4p

, (c) 4d

(d) They atl have the same energy
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' 5. The ----.- is an equation in electrochemical
kinetics relating the rdie of an electro.h;;i;;i
reaction to the over potential.

(a) Butler-Volmerequation

(b) Onsager equation

. (c) Debye equa'tion

(d) Bronsted equation

6. is d.efined as, the fraction of the
total'current carried either by the anion o" trr"
eation in electrolysis.

(a) Wien effect

(b) Transferencenumber

(c) Falkenhagen effect

(d) Arhenius theory

7. is a non-electrolytic finishing process
that makes stainless steel more rust_resistant.
(a) Alloying (b) Tinning
(e) Galvanizing (d) passivation

8. Miero electrode in polarography is generally

(a) DME ft) Working electrod.e
(c) Indicator electrode (d) All of these
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, 13. (a) write Butler-\rormer and Tafer equations.

Or

(b) Explain the Llelmholtz model

L4. (a) Explain tfre Ilkovic equation. Explain the
terms involved.

Or

(b) What is an Evans diagram? Explain.

15' (a) write brief notes on chemiear actinometers.

Or

, &) write brief note on photosensitisation and
Chemiluminescence.

PARTC_(bxg=40marks)

Answer ALL questions, choosing either (a) or (b).

Each answer should not exceed 600 words.

16. (a) Derive thesmiid,inger wave equation for
particle in 1D box.

Or

(b) Give a brief alcount on quantum mechanical
tunnelling.
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(b)

18. (aI

L7. (a) Brief in detail about Born_Oppenheimer
approximation.

Or
Explain the formatioh Hz molecule on the
basis ofvalenbe bond theory

lterive and. explain Debye-Huckel theory ofutT1g electrolyte with , experimental
verification.

Or

ft) Discuss the Activity and Activity coeffr.cierits
of non-electrolytes.

(a) What are fuel cells? How will you classify
them? I{ow do fuel cell works?

Or
(b) Define corrosion. Give the types of corrosi.on.

What are the factors influencing corrosion?
How will you prevent the corrosioir?

(a) Draw and explain the each term of Jablonski
diagram.

Or
(b) Illustrate the applications of radiation

ehemistry

19.

20.
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